Phonak launches revolutionary new covert surveillance system
Highlights:
•
•
•
•

New interference-free highly secure digital standard
Loop-free operation
High-performance microphone, even in noisy situations
Ultra-discreet earpiece

MURTEN, SWITZERLAND, NOVEMBER 20, 2017
Phonak Communications, the world leader in audio transmission systems, is proud to announce the
launch of Roger Covert – a revolutionary new system for security professionals.
For the first time, Roger Covert allows loop-free operation during surveillance operations, allowing
operatives significantly more flexibility. And advanced microphone technologies mean operatives’
transmissions can be heard even in noisy situations, or while whispering.
With its ergonomically designed, nearly invisible earpiece with 12-hour battery life, and a range of
configuration options, Roger Covert gives security professionals a highly adaptable system to
enhance their monitoring capabilities.
Roger Covert utilizes Phonak’s revolutionary Roger technology, combined with 128-bit AES
encryption, to deliver a system which offers interference-free, interception-proof audio transmission
with the highest intelligibility, for the use of surveillance professionals.
“Security forces face ever-greater challenges in their work, and Roger Covert is designed to help
them step up their game. By removing the need for an induction loop, Roger Covert allows
operatives more freedom in clothing, more freedom of movement, and more comfort in difficult
situations. Combining this with a highly sensitive microphone and high-quality audio transmission,
we’ve created the most powerful, flexible and secure system available today,” said Evert Dijkstra,
CEO of Phonak Communications.
Phonak’s bespoke Roger technology uses a combination of advanced audio processing, adaptive
frequency hopping and other innovations to deliver high-quality, highly intelligible audio with highlyminiaturized components, allowing the use of extremely discreet audio receivers.
The Roger Covert range is now available worldwide. For more information, security professionals
should contact their Phonak dealer, or visit www.phonak-roger-security.com
About Phonak Communications AG:
Since 1992 Phonak Communications has helped professionals to communicate effectively in
challenging environments. Thanks to our working closely with end users to develop solutions that
perfectly meet their needs, our miniaturized wireless earpieces, headsets and professional hearing
protection devices are used and trusted by demanding customers around the world. Based in
Murten, Switzerland, Phonak Communications is a member of Sonova Group, the world’s leading
hearing healthcare company.
www.phonak-communications.com
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